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improve the flow between nearby cartridges. Initially, the deep
learning strategies develop intermittent neural systems [36]-[38].
In two ways, it is critical to use world data in video face
recognition. It can start by strengthening the forecast. The
problem of recognition of landmarks is to anticipate expanding
positions or extraordinary articulation. In any case, in recordings,
all of these extraordinary conditions are consistently increased by
unbiased behavior or face posture. The anticipated area can be
more confident by using past or accompanying data by utilizing
CNN-RNN in facial landmark issues in video successions.
Second, expectations can be made more stable. The sound of
landmark spots is critical for the visual impact in the preparation
of recordings. The current expectations of Landmark are
influenced by the repetitive associations of CNN-RNN by its
adjacent borders to increase the output of various arcs. Again, if a
man keeps its exterior appearance for a long time anomalous, at
the same time the expectation of landmarks could be dependable
on the contours of an adjacent (as well as the unbiased
articulation). For this reason, we use Long Short Term Memory
(LSTM) to determine the data needed.

Abstract
Facial Landmark discovery is an imperative issue in numerous PC
vision applications about appearances. It is extremely testing as human
faces in wild conditions regularly present expansive varieties fit as a
fiddle because of various stances, impediments or demeanors.
Profound neural systems have been connected to take in the guide from
face pictures to confront shapes. To the best of our insight, Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN) has not been utilized in this issue yet. In this
paper, we propose a technique which uses RNN and Deep Neural
Network (DNN) to take in the face shape. To start with, we design a
system utilizing Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to get the
underlying Landmark estimation of appearances. At that point, we
utilize feed-forward neural systems for neighborhood look where a
segment based seeking technique is investigated. By utilizing LSTMCNN-RNN, the underlying estimation is more dependable which makes
the accompanying segment based pursuit doable and exact. Tests
demonstrate that the worldwide system utilizing CNN-LSTM-RNN
shows signs of improvement results than past systems in the two
recordings and single picture. Our technique beats the cutting edge
calculations particularly regarding fine estimation of Landmark spots.
Keywords:
Facial landmark, Deep Neural Network, Recurrent Neural Network,
Convolutional Neural Network

2. RELATED WORK
The Active Shape Model (ASM) [5] is one of the main
methodologies for arranging the face. With ASM, the direction of
the landmark focuses on a form vector in a face image frame and
a PDM speaks about the inconsistency of these form vectors.
PDM is a generative model of vector form which shows the nonexistent evolution of facet shape and the relative changes in
displaying inflexible ones, using Principal Component Analysis
(PCA). The fit capacity depending on the ordinary profile to the
limit is received at this point in order to fit in the parameters of
the assessed form to the actual form. The Active Appearance
Model [6]-[9] is an all-embracing ASM model, in which facial
area data are taken into account. Shape and surface with another
PCA are coordinated to display the appearance. Based on
covetous calculations, ASM and AAM are touchy about the
position of the Landmark in an image. The Constricted Local
(CLM) Model was proposed in the light of ASM in [10]. It mounts
the face surface in free layouts of the shape and still uses an ASM
to show distortion of shape. Later techniques will manufacture
CLMs or non-direct twist models that rely on neighborhood
designer parts removed from every location and will use different
fitting processes to get the form evaluated [11]-[14].
The second route then again is directly to the guide. To
understand this objective, there are two fundamental systems. The
recurrence technique is one procedure. Early shooting of the
recurrence technique also depends on a parameter display and
limit display errors in preparation [15]-[17]. A falling reciprocal
technique has been launched later on, which learns from a rough
estimation of position that regressors anticipate the face shape
directly [18]-[20]. In this technique the green regressors [21] and

1. INTRODUCTION
Facial points include noteworthy facial points, such as the
center of the eyes, the tip of turmoil or mouth edges. In several pc
view
applications,
face
recognition,
confrontation,
embellishment, head present estimates and animation age are a
main issue in the programmed field of facial landmarks. The
question is particularly troubling when considering non-frontal
faces or faces with exceptional looks. Indeed, the varieties of
posture or appearance causes nonlinear disfigures that are difficult
to manage in the face states. It is therefore still a testing company
for strong and accurate limits in true applications.
All these techniques can be divided into two classifications if
they've all been completed: 2D or 3D photography. In improving
business depth and RGB cameras such as Microsoft Kinect, 3D
image techniques in genuine applications have been more
practical and the depth of the data helps find the focus [1-4].
However, we have to process 2D images in spite of everything
with a quick increase in the number. This paper examines the
limitation of marks on 2D photographs and 3D photographic
techniques with depth data. As shown by how to assess the
majority of pictorial arrangement strategies, they can be grouped
into two different classes: fit the form by streamlining or taking
the guide straight away.
In this paper, we want to manage confrontation by using
fleeting data in image groupings, as well as more still
photographic data. Fleeting data is used in a TSR display to
manage the issue of facial mark recognition in records [51] to
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3. GLOBAL NETWORK USING LSTM FOR
FACIAL LANDMARK DETECTION

the supported recurrence [22], [23] are all misused to build the
regressors. In these reciprocal techniques, for example, near-by
highlights are the scale-invariant change in components (SIFT)
[24] and paired highlights [25]-[29]. Furthermore, Artizzu et al.
[30] proposed a Robust Cascaded Pose Regression (RCPR) that
would reduce the occurrence of anomalies by identifying
unequivocal impediments. In the other case, the deep neural
systems should be used to specifically follow the nonlinear guide.
As deep neural systems have shown notable results in learning
from a variety of companies, they are also familiar with
landmarks. By using the Deep Revolutionary Neural Network
(DCNN) [31], Sun et al. proposed a decreased methodology.
The main system maps the world element's underlying shape.
In two phases the progressive systems thus refine the baselines. In
all cases every aspect of the strategy is freely refined, after a
global evaluation, so that the global shape can be overcome and
precariousness prevented. Moreover, Zhang et al. suggested the
CFAN [32] approach with a variety of auto-encoding systems
with stacked frontal arrangements. The focus in the near vicinity
is mutually rejuvenated, and this remains the international forms
learned by the main system. This results in better than DCNN
results. Pose-Induced Automotive Encoder Network [33] has
been proposed by Chen et al. which provides a landmark area and
posture data which can be used to identify landmarks accurately
in different grade levels. Moreover, a thorough approach to
various learning tasks has been proposed, in which the strength of
deep neural systems is shown to adjust these nonlinear capacities
in the meantime [34]. While such a nonlinear ability is shown to
be strongly adaptive by a deep neural system, it also can be shrunk
if there is insufficient preparation.
Former management groupings, for example Graves and
Schmidhuber RNNs are available in full multi-dimensional
variations [59]. More recently, [19] [60] investigate the spatial
conduction of a RNN on an element that is a defining location of
convolutions. These papers analyze separately spatial RNNs for
semantic division and image order undertakings.
In [57] the authors use spatial RNNs to handle logical
highlights for the purpose of the discovery in question. RNNs
without worldly arrangements are used in these strategies. The
key idea is to employ repetitive associations in RNNs in order to
show the links of different highlights in order to strengthen future
associations in RNNs. Only indistinct images are customarily
used when it comes to identification of facial marks. Since human
appearance in diverse shading places is frequently noticeable
under various conditions, data on essential shading spaces,
especially surface data, may be lost. Furthermore, the technology
can perform better once improved images with strong nearby
inclination data are used. We use repeated LSTM to show
different examples and in the meantime take feed forward
associations in the predictive area of landmarks.
As in [19] [31]-[33], [35], [40], [41], [49], [50] our method
generally follows the cascaded architectures. Contrary to the
method used in the past, we use LSTM for the first cascaded
module to find the initial location and in the second stage we use
a component based search strategy. In the third stage, we use the
network similar to [33] to further refine the results.

In this study, we will discuss the architecture of the LSTM
network used to find landmarks worldwide in our method. By
using LSTM to search globally, we can estimate landmarks more
accurately than original neural networks. There are two
advantages. First, since the initial estimate is reliable, we can use
a component-based strategy that can achieve fine places of
reference and at the same time maintain facial shape. Secondly,
the required phases of the cascaded process are reduced. In the
cascading procedure our method has just three stages, while the
previous methods often have five.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:
• As far as our own knowledge is concerned, this is the first
job to use Recurrent Neural Network to identify visual and
individual pictures.
• We assess the efficiency of CNN-LSTM-RNN in sequence
images and single pictures to detect facial signs and
demonstrate the efficiency and robustness of CNN-RNN in
the treatment of these problems with certain previous
methods.
• A component based search strategy is developed after
obtaining the initial points of reference with the LSTM
network, which is the initial place of reference. This helps to
get more precise co - ordinates and keeps the face shape.
The Fig.1 illustrates the architecture of our method. The CNNRNN provides a number of face inputs for the initial positioning
of the landmarks. Then two local networks using the Deep Neural
Networks (DNN) are used to refine the results based on the results
of the global network. The three networks constitute a cascaded
procedure in which the image resolution shifts from low to high.
Face Datasets

Recurrent structure
(convolutional
layer)

Max-pooling layer

Output layer

Detected Faces
Fig.1. Architecture of Proposed Method

3.1 RNN
RNN have a long history in the neural artificial system
community; however, sequential data models, like handwriting
recognition and speech recognition, are among the more
successful applications. The ability to use contextual information
when mapping input to output sequences is an important benefit
of recurring neural networks. However, when it passes through
repeated network connections, the influence of a given input on
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the hidden layer either decays or blows up exponentially. The
fluttering gradient problem [39] is often called this and the RNN
Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) architecture has been
proposed to deal with this problem [34].
The so-called memory blocks in LSTM substitute the hidden
units of traditional RNN. Each memory block includes an input,
output and forget gates of one or more self-connected memory
cells and three multiplier units. These doors control the memory
block behaviour. Since these gates allow operations to be written,
read and reset in a memory block, the LSTM block can be seen as
a differentiable version of the digital computer’s memory chips.
The RCNN and some sparse coding models have a very
interesting relation, with fixed-point updates being used
inferences. Implicitly recurrent neural networks are defined by the
iterative optimization procedures. Please note that supervised
learning techniques can be included in a sparse coding model's
uncontrolled learning framework. But the sparse coding models
have not been competitive with CNN for recognition of objects.

Recurrent Neural Networks with traditional networks. Then we
compare our method with the latest algorithms.

4.1 DATABASE
The 2-D Face Warehouse [43] and 300-VW database [52][54] are used to evaluate the efficiency of our video sequence
method. Indoor environments, the images in Face Warehouse are
collected. There are different expressions for each person,
including the neutral expression and other expressions like
mouth-opening, smile and kiss.
The images can be considered as a set of images from a video
sequence dispersed. While the images are collected indoor, face
variations in positions and expressions make it difficult to detect
landmarks. The Wild Facial Watch 300 Videos (300-VW)
database includes 114 videos with IBUG landmarks in each video
frame. The training program includes 50 videos and the remaining
three categories of the remaining videos.
In the first category, there are videos of people in different
head positions recorded in light conditions. The second category
contains uncontrolled videos of people, displaying arbitrary
expressions in different head poses, but without major occlusions.
The third category includes video footage of people in totally
unlimited conditions including lighting conditions, occlusions,
make-up, expression, head pose etc.
The LFPW, HELEN, AFW and IBU G databases are used to
evaluate the efficiency of our single image method in four parts:
[44], [55], [56]. The wild conditions collect LFPW. It consists of
1000 training images and 200 test images with a wide varying
position, expression, occlusion, etc.
The data increase is based on two main reasons. Firstly,
because the number of labeled training data is limited, many
images are needed for the network to be prevented from
overfitting and a stronger network for various circumstances in
unrest. Second, we need different images for local searches to
train local networks than data for training in the world's first
global network.
The training data is rotated, scaled and shifted randomly to
obtain the increased data. Images are a set of time-series data in
video sequences. For training we used the FaceWarehouse
database [42]. We change the time of each training data so that we
can make good use of the relationship between different positions
and expressions and build a robust network.

3.2 GLOBAL RCNN NETWORK
RNN is not restricted to video sequence management. The
pattern along the time axis is missing for a single face image.
However, RNNs are also spatially available to address various
characteristics. The template can be replaced by a series of
patterns from the original image. To achieve this, we use two
different ways. The three RGB channels should be used separately
as one simple way. The relations between the different color
spaces are modeled on this network.
Weights are divided into various times in the RNNs. In
addition, the same feed-forward network is like a deep network,
regardless of the reciprocal connections, to implement the project
functionality of the image towards the initial landmarks.
Meanwhile, the recurring connections across different stages
provide information to the current color space in hidden layers of
other colour. This can compensate for the absence of information
in some color areas and use the RGB pictures in full. Features may
of course be useful in some color space and some may be useless.
The gates in LSTM are therefore expected to control the data to
other inputs.
In addition, with regard to facial detection, the points of
reference often fall in the area of high gradient data. Thus, the
network performance can be further improved by using improved
images with stronger gradient information. To get the image
sequences, we use several image enhancement methods. The first
input to the network is the original image. The image is then used
as the second input following histogram equalization.
We use gradient operators to enhance the image with
enhanced edge information. In order to calculate the gradient
intensity for each pixel, gradient operators such as the Sobel
operator are used first. Each pixel value is then added to get the
improved image by the corresponding intensity of the gradient.

4.2 EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
The global network and local networks have four layers with
three hidden layers and a linear output layer for regression. LSTM
or BLSTM units are used in hidden layers for recurring neural
connections. The logistic function is used to activate the hidden
units for neural feed-in networks or auto-encoder networks. The
resolution of the face image in the global network is 50×50. In the
successive local networks, the resolution of the face images is
increased and increased. Each component patch is extracted from
the initial image in the component-based search and then
translated into 40×20 pixels. For the various components, the
numbers of hidden units differ somewhat as the number of
landmarks varies. In the 3rd phase, the face images are all reduced
to 160×160 pixels, and each landmark has a resolution of 15×15

4. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, the experimental conditions, including datasets
and comparison methods, are first illustrated. Then we assess the
efficacy of our method for both video and image sequences. First,
we show how effective the global network is when comparing
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pixels for patches extracted. There are 100, 40 and 15 hidden units
respectively in this network.
We compare our method with a few state-of-the-art methods,
i.e. TCDCN [34], ERT [58], DRMF [45], RCPR [30], CFAN [32],
DCNN [31], SDM [20], Yu et al. [46] and Zhu et al. [47]. We
have to predict 74 landmarks for comparisons on the
FaceWarehouse database, and the terms on this database are
unique. So only RCPR is used for fair comparison here since they
provide the training code. We use our approach to predict 68
points and use the 66 points to compare them to 300-W data bases,
as DRMF and Yu et al predict 66 facial markpoints. 49 points,
which omit the contour of the face are foreseen for SDM. For
comparison, we use the 49-point prediction result. The CFAN and
TCDCN codes are used directly to test 68 sites. To measure the
performance, the test error and the normalized root mean NRMSE
error are used. The distance between the centers of the eyes is
normalized for NRMSE. Currennt [48] is a toolkit for recurring
CUDA-open source neural networks, building up the code for
LSTM and BLsTM.

original pictures to train the neural supply networks respectively
to find out if CNN-RNN is useful in this situation.
The NN (Red), NN (Green), NN (Blue), and NN (RGB) have
been marked. Three pictures of RGB channels (without pictures)
will be used for LSTM and BLSTM. The Table.2 shows the
results. The results. It is clear that the network can be trained by
using a red, green or blue channel compared to the original
images. The signals in various images can be strong in different
color channels. This is understandable. One can weaken the
gradient information separately, which is important for the
recognition of a landmark.
Interestingly, in CNN-RNN the performance is lower than in
original images when recurring connections are used separately in
3 hidden layers to form a feedforward network. However, when
we use the entire recurring connections, the efficiency is greatly
improved and NN (RGB) is even better. This shows that the
relationship between three color channels is sufficiently utilized
by CNN-RNN. The combination of three channels is fixed in the
original images, while recurrent connections are excavated in
CNN-RNN.
The Table.3 shows the classification performance of various
models and the results shows that the proposed CNN-RNN is
efficient in handling the detection of faces than the existing
methods.

4.3 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
First, we will assess CNN-RNN effectiveness for both the
video sequence and the individual image on a global network. The
network can be separately trained via the SAE, the FNN, and
CNN-RNN Stacked Auto-Encoder Networks (SAE). For these
three types of networks, the same training data is used. Four types
of recurrent connections are used for LSTM and BLSTM
networks in order to fully explore the function of recurrent
connections. Three hidden layers of LSTM (1), LSTM (2) and
LSTM (3) are added to the current connections. In the three
hidden layers marked as LSTM (1-3), recurring connections are
then used. For BLSTM, the marks are the same. If an image's
NRMSE is below a given number, we define that image prediction
to succeed.
SAE and NN are trained directly with grayscale images for
FaceWarehouse research. The same grayscale images are used to
train LSTM and BLSTM. The Table.1 shows the results. The
performance can be seen in comparison with traditional networks
significantly improved by using CNN-RNN. When the demand
for exactness is high (NRMSE<0.1), the performance is
improved by CNN-RNN by more than 10%. This demonstrates
CNN-RNN effectiveness in handling such time series tasks.
BLSTM always has better than LSTM, indicating that two
temporal contexts are both useful to predict current image
landmarks. Moreover, BLSTM (1-3) and LSTM (1-3) are always
more successful than other CNN-RNN types. This shows that the
use of contextual information by recurring links is also important
here. In order to more clearly show the benefit of using CNNRNN, we display the results as a global network using CNNRNN and NN. It is clear that in this issue, CNN-RNN predicts
the sites more precisely than NN.
We conduct experiments on the LFPW database to investigate
the performance of CNN-RNN in the single image. For
networking, train systems from LFPW, HELEN and the entire
range of AFW databases are used. For testing the test set is used
in the LFPW database. Two experimental groups are carried out.
The 3 RGB channels are used as inputs to CNN-RNN in the first
experiment. We use the pictures of three RGB channels and

Table.1. Performance of different CNN-RNN types in the
FaceWarehouse database compared to traditional deep neural
networks
Network
Type

Testing
Error

Success Rate
(%)
(NRMSE<0.1)

Success Rate
(%)
(NRMSE<0.2)

SAE

955.3

63.7

89.2

NN

935.3

63.7

89.9

LSTM(1)

810.8

77.1

95.3

LSTM(2)

801.2

77.2

95.5

LSTM(3)

818.9

76

95.2

LSTM(1-3)

780.4

78.5

98.5

BLSTM(1)

795.1

77.5

95.9

BLSTM(2)

802

77.4

95.9

BLSTM(3)

796.1

77.1

96

BLSTM(1-3)

750.4

79.9

99

Table.2. Performance of various RNN types compared to
traditional deep - network images from RGB channels in the
LFPW database
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Network Type

Testing
Error

Success Rate
(%)
(NRMSE<0.1)

Success Rate
(%)
(NRMSE<0.2)

NN (Red)

175.3

62.5

92

NN (Green)

177.8

62.5

92.4

NN (Blue)

189.6

61.2

91.5
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NN (RGB)

129.6

75.9

98.2
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2-layer NN RelU +
Adam
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0.9496
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Logistic Regression

0.99
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Methods

Precision Recall

F1Accuracy
Score

SGD Classifier

0.95
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5. CONCLUSIONS
We use a sequence of recurring neuronal networks and feedforward neural nets in an over-to-finish architecture to identify the
problem to deal with nonlinear deformations in frontal shapes of
face imagery. At first CNN-RNN network maps the face image's
input directly to the estimated face form in low resolution. The
subsequent local network then takes the components of faces as
inputs based on the initial network output to obtain more accurate,
higher resolution landmarks. Finally, by removing a small patch
of each landmark and refining all the sites together, the local
network adjusts results. Our method obtains impressive results
when dealing with face images in videos through the full use of
the time series. Moreover, our method also achieves good results
on still images by using more images from RGB channels or
enhanced images. In comparison with state-of - the-art methods,
such as CFAN, SDM, TCDN, RCPR, the effectiveness of our
method is validated on three databases in wild as well as interior
conditions.
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